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New Book. The essence of plants bursts forth in magnificent hues and surprising palettes. Using
dyes of the leaves, roots, and flowers to color your cloth and yarn can be an amazing journey into
botanical alchemy. In Eco Colour, artistic dyer and colorist India Flint teaches you how to cull and
use this gentle and ecologically sustainable alternative to synthetic dyes. India explores the
fascinating and infinitely variable world of plant color using a wide variety of techniques and
recipes. From whole-dyed cloth and applied color to prints and layered dye techniques, India
describes only ecologically sustainable plant-dye methods. She uses renewable resources and
shows how to do the least possible harm to the dyer, the end user of the object, and the
environment. Recipes include a number of entirely new processes developed by India, as well as
guidelines for plant collection, directions for the distillation of nontoxic mordants, and
methodologies for applying plant dyes. Eco Colour inspires both the home dyer and textile
professional seeking to extend their skills using India s successful methods.
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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